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FUZZY SETS: ABSTRACTION AXIOM, STATISTICAL INTERPRETATION, 
OBSERVATIONS OF FUZZY SETS 
Volodymyr Donchenko 
Abstract: The issues relating fuzzy sets definition are under consideration including the analogue for separation 
axiom, statistical interpretation and membership function representation by the conditional Probabilities. 
Keywords: fuzzy sets, membership function, conditional distribution 
ACM Classification Keywords:  I.5.1. Pattern Recognition: Models - Fuzzy set  
Introduction 
Fussy sets introduced by Lotfi Zadeh [Zadeh, 1965] (see also [Kaufmann, 1982]) were considered on the one 
hand as the modeling method alternative to statistical ones which ought to realized the idea of uncertainty, 
vagueness in the situation under consideration, on the other – as the theory which should to generalize the 
classical Set theory.  
Such generalized pretensions syringed up on the fuzzy logic, which considered as the algebra with two binary 
operations namely max and min on the real numbers from the interval [0,1] for which all the properties of classical 
Boolean operations are valid excepting the low of excluded middle. Nevertheless nothing out of this frame in the 
fuzzy logic was considered. Particularly, such axiom of paramount importance known as abstraction [Stoll, 1960] 
or separation [Kuratovski K, Mostowski A.б 1967] principle was out of consideration. As is well known this 
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principle establishes the correspondence between classical subsets and the properties of the elements of the 
universal set – namely, predicates on the universal set. In the Theory of Fuzzy sets this axiom is out of 
consideration by the reference to the notice that only subsets is under consideration. And nevertheless having the 
notation )e(μA  with reference to A  as to set (here fuzzy) it means nothing because denote fuzzy subset as the 
graphic of membership function [Kaufmann, 1982]: 
)}Ee :))e(,e{(A A ∈μ= , 0≤ Aμ  ≤1. 
This gap with the absence of an analogue of separation cause the question about what is just the object or 
property characterized uncertainly by the fuzzy subset (E, )e(μA ).  
Implicitly and only partially the problem of the gap between subsets and properties are bringing about in the 
conception of the linguistic variables and its values. 
It is just within the framework of linguistic variables the separation principle is realizing implicitly, i.e. the 
equivalency of the properties and subsets is adopted. Such latent realization discover itself by consideration for 
this or that value: for example for the “distance” – defined properties, for example: “long”, “middle”, ”short”. This 
properties correspond with certain interval of the “distance, and these intervals are just the supporters for defining 
the appropriate membership functions. Each of these membership functions namely realizes the uncertain 
description of the correspondent property. Thus the linguistic variable is not simply a fuzzy set or collection of 
such sets. It is fuzzy set plus property described implicitly by this variable. In such a way linguistic variable 
embodies tacitly the idea of the object for uncertainty. In the example with a “distance” these objects of 
uncertainty are the properties “long”, “middle”, ”short”. Besides, linguistic variable establishes the relations 
between fuzzy sets and correspondent properties.  
Such approach: approach by the mean of linguistic variable is realizing the relation between property and fuzzy 
sets only partially, because all the supporters of these sets are different from each others. In the example with a 
“distance” the supporters of the correspondent fuzzy sets are the subintervals of the general interval for the 
“distance”. 
In the author’s publications [Donchenko, 1998, №3], [Donchenko, 1998, №3] probabilistic interpretation for fuzzy 
sets is proposed: the probabilistic interpretation for membership function to be more explicit.  
In the publication [Donchenko, 2004] the more precise definition for fuzzy set is given. In that one appropriate 
predicate P on the supporter is introduced in the definition by itself under retaining the general approach to 
definition of fuzzy sets. A membership function is dependent of the supporter’s element and the predicate P within 
the notation )e(μ }P{ .  
Generalized Logit- and Probit – regressions exemplify such approach. In the ones membership function is 
associated with certain property – event: purchasing of that or this goods for example. An element from the 
supporter (appropriate pR ) describes additional conditions: income and so on. The property – event is inhered 
originally. It is fixed by event }1Y{ = , correspondent to purchasing or something of that type, with some 
Bernoulli’s random variable Y. 
1. Modified Determination of Fuzzy Sets 
The way for the solving the problem of constructing the analogue of the separation principle may be on the author 
opinion the straight reference on the object or property described uncertainly. This reference ought to be reflected 
evidently in the definition of the membership function: )e(μ
}P{
, where P – correspondent property (predicate) 
on E. Taking into account that for classical sets separation principle take place the property may be replaced by 
appropriate subset(classical surely). Two membership functions )e(μ }P{ 1  and )e(μ }P{ 2  с P1≠  P2, specify two 
different Fuzzy sets, even if they are equal as the function of e, e∈E. 
Definition. By the Fuzzy subset (modified) of the E, which uncertainly describe P on E (or subset PE⊆  E), will 
be called the pair (E, )e(μ )P( ) or (E, )e(μ )P( E ), where:  
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• E – is the abstract set, which will be referenced to as universal or supporter; 
• P – predicate on E, PE – subset of E, which corresponds to P;  
• )e(μ )P( – function of two arguments: e, e∈E and P from the set of all predicates on E. This function just 
as in classical theory of Fuzzy sets will be referenced to as membership function, adding that it 
characterize uncertainly property P(or PE) . 
 
2. Probabilistic Interpretation for Fuzzy Sets  
Generally speaking, the authors – founders of the Fuzzy set Theory time and again underlined distinction and 
fundamental alternatively distinction relatively Statistics. 
The thesis that the Fuzzy set theory is alternative to statistical methods underlined emphatically. The opinion that 
the membership function reflects only the degree of the expert subjective confidence became commonplace. But 
the object of the characterization stayed out of Fuzzy sets definition. 
This example of logit- and probit– likely regressions mentioned above is not universally kind example because 
special character of the supporter.  
Nevertheless the practices of mathematical modeling using Fuzzy sets demand emphatically such interpretation. 
The one ought to bring out Fuzzy sets out subjective confidence that or those experts and put at the researchers 
disposal possibilities to establish the correspondence between fuzzy set and the correspondent object under the 
modeling. It ought to answer the question also what is the observation of Fuzzy set. 
2.1. Probabilistic Interpretation for Fuzzy Sets: Discrete Supporter  
This subsection deals with the probabilistic interpretation for the classical variant of the Fuzzy Set: Fuzzy Set with 
discrete supporter – discrete E. This interpretation keeps true for modified variant also.  
The interpretation namely is the consequence of the next theorem.  
 
Theorem 1. For any classical Fuzzy Set (E, )e(μA ) with discrete support E exist such discrete probability space 
( P,B, ΩΩ  ), event Ω∈BA  and complete collection of events He: Ω∈BHe , e∈E, – within this probability 
space such that membership function )e(μA  is represented by the system of conditional probabilities in the 
next form: 
)e(μA =P{A|He }, e∈E . 
 
Proof. Let’s choose and fix any two-element set with the elements say α  and α . Let’s also construct the Ω  in 
the next way: 
Ω = E}α,α{ × . 
Any element Ω∈ω  is the pair ( α ,e) or ω=( α ,e) for appropriate Ee∈ . As the E is discrete Ω  is also 
discrete. Let pe, pe > 0, e∈E – be the probabilities of any distribution row with the only constraint: all of them are 
positive. One may determine on the Boolean of the Ω probability P by the distribution row Ω∈ω,pω in the 
next way: 
 
)α(e,ω для ,p))e(μ1(
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We also determine the event Ω∈ BA  and complete collection of the events Ω∈BHe , e∈E by the next 
relations correspondingly: 
E}α{A ×=  
He={( α ,e), (α ,e }, e∈E. 
It is obviously, that A I He={( α ,e)}. 
Besides, 
Р{ He }= Р{( α ,e)+ Р{(α ,e)= pe > 0, 
P(AI He)=P{( α ,e)}= )e(μA ·pe. 
Also: 
{ }
e
eA
ee
e
e p
p)e(μ
p
)e,α(P
)H(P
)HA(P)H|A(P === I = )e(μA . 
Then we get )e(μA = )H|A(P e , and the proof finishes. 
 
The result of the Th1 may be extended on the special collection of the Fuzzy Sets which we will designate as 
complete in the sense of the next definition. 
 
Definittion. A collection ))e(μ,E(
iA
, n,1i =  of the classical subset will be called complete if the next relation 
take place for any Ee∈ : 
∑
=
n
1i
A )e(μ i =1. 
 
Theorem 2. For any complete collection of Fuzzy subsets ))e(μ,E(
iA
, n,1i =  with the equal supporter E one 
may find discrete probability space ( P,B, ΩΩ ), collection of the evens Ω∈BAi , n,1i =  and complete 
collection of the events He : Ω∈BHe , e∈E, – within this probability space, that all of the membership functions 
iA
μ , n,1i =  may be represented as the systems of conditional probabilities in the next way:  
)e(μ
iA =P{Ai|He }, for any e∈E, n,1i = . 
Proof. Just as in previous case let’s choose and fix set ℜ  but with n elements now: { }n1 α,,α K=ℜ  and 
construct the Ω as the next Cartesian product Ω = E×ℜ . An element Ω∈ω is the pair of the type ω=( α ,e) 
for appropriate Ee∈ , ℜ∈α . The set Ω  is discrete again. Let’s pe, pe > 0, e∈E are chosen in just the same 
way as in the proof of the Th1, i.e. are the probabilities of the discrete distribution row on E. The probability P on 
the Boolean of Ω  we construct by the membership function )e(μ
iA , n,1i =  and probabilities pe, e∈E describing 
the distribution row Ω∈ω,pω  in the next way now: 
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We determine the events Ω∈BAi , n,1i =  and complete collection of events Ω∈BHe , e∈E then by the next 
relations correspondingly: 
E}{A ii ×α= , n,1i = , 
}e{He ×ℜ= , e∈E. 
Once again 
Ai I He={( iα ,e)}, n,1i = , e∈E. 
and 
Р{ He }= ∑
∈ eHω
ωp =∑
=
n
1i
)e,α( i
p  =∑
=
n
1i
eA p)e(μ i  = pe > 0, 
P(AiI He)=P{( iα ,e)}= )e(μ iA ·pe. 
 
Thus 
{ }
e
eA
e
i
e
ei
ei p
p)e(μ
p
)e,α(P
)H(P
)HA(P)H|A(P i=== I = )e(μ
iA . 
And so  
)e(μ
iA = )H|A(P ei , n,1i = , Ee∈ . 
And this is the end of the proof. 
 
2.2. Probabilistic Interpretation for Fuzzy Sets : Non - Discrete Supporter  
The result of the previous subsection may be improved noticeably and to extend to non-discrete case if the 
supporter E possesses certain structure, namely is the space with a measure.  
 
Theorem 3. Given the: 
• ( E, ℑ , m )- is the space with a measure; 
• ))e(μ,E(
iA , n,1i = μ i(e), i > 0 is the complete collection on Fuzzy subsets with the equal supporters E; 
• all of the membership functions )e(μ )A( i , n,1i =  are ℑ, £, measurable (£– Borel σ -algebra on R1), 
then: 
• exist probability space ( Ω, BΩ, P ), 
• exist ξ discrete random Sp – valued random variable on ( Ω, BΩ, P ) with Sp is n-element set with elemens 
say Si, n,1i = ; 
• exist η  random E – valued random variable on ( Ω, BΩ, P ) 
such, that for any n,1i =  
)e(μ )A( i  = P{ ξ = Si | η = e }, 
where P{ξ = Si | η } – conditional distribution of r.v. ξ respectively r.v.. η. 
The conditional distribution is regular:for any Ee∈  P(B | η= e } is a probability respectively B. 
Proof. The proof the result extend the idea of previous states of the kind and being technically valuable is 
ommitted.  
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2.3. Observations of the Modified Fuzzy Sets  
The modification of the definition of Fuzzy set introduced earlier in the paper imparts the objectivity to the Fuzzy 
set and it is possible now to say about observations of Fuzzy sets for modified ones. It’s very important ontologic 
aspect for mathematical modeling using Fuzzy sets. The observation of modified Fuzzy sets is the pair (e, P(e)) – 
e, Ee∈ – element from the supporter and P(e) is the predicate P( ) mean on this element. Namely e is the 
displayed element and P(e) is the fixed information about property P( ). It is just in such a way the observations 
are interpreting in the logit- and probit – regressions and in its generalizations. 
The membership function may be estimated statistically by MLM for example as it is used to be in the regressions 
mentioned above. And experts may be used to estimate the function too but in new way additionally. Namely, 
they may be questioned about )e(μ )A( i as it is now, but about fulfilling P(e) also. So the combination of LSM and 
MLM may be used for the membership function to estimate. 
 
Conclusion 
The statistical interpretation and modification of the Fuzzy sets conception represented in the paper earlier make 
it possible to use the Fuzzy set characterization as the one existent objectively. This approach solves the 
question of the analogue of separation principle for the classical Fuzzy sets when these ones are considered in 
modified way. 
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